Complications in colonoscopy: analysis of 7-year physician-reported adverse events.
The number of malpractice claims against physicians and health institutes in Israel is increasing continuously, as in the rest of the Western world. This trend became a serious financial burden. In this study we analyzed reports of gastroenterologists on colonoscopy adverse events to the medical malpractice insurer, as well as complaint/demand for compensation from patients represented by lawyers, between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2006. All the reports of physicians associated with colonoscopy adverse events from health institutes covered by Madanes Insurance Group were analyzed and summarized using a specially designed questionnaire. Clinical and epidemiological details about the patients, procedures, and adverse events were coded into an excel sheet, discussed, and evaluated. One hundred and two cases of colonoscopy adverse events were reported. There were 48 cases of men (47.1%) and the average age was 69.9±12.90 years. In this period of time 252 064 colonoscopies were performed by the institutes in the sampling frame, and the number of adverse events was on average 4.0 (between 2.8 and 6.2) for 10 000 colonoscopies. The difference between the years was not statistically significant. Perforation occurred in one of 2864 procedures, bleeding in one of 29 007 procedures, and respiratory complications in one of 50 412 procedures. This is the first study in Israel based on physicians' reports of colonoscopic adverse events. The picture is optimistic, as the rate of complications is low, and the data encourage early detection and reporting.